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1. Support legislation to make certain that K-12 students are not taught racially divisive ideologies 

in our schools, including Critical Race Theory and other destructive political doctrines. Students 

should be taught all aspects of U.S. history, including the good and bad in our nation’s past. But just as 

importantly, students should learn our nation’s founding principles of individual freedom, love for our 

nation and how to conduct themselves as responsible citizens. 

 

2. Support a full and independent forensic audit of the 2020 election, including a full examination of 

the Dominion voting system. A complete accounting of what occurred is needed to determine if legal 

actions or additional legislation are warranted. It is absolutely critical that elections in Georgia are 

guaranteed to be safe, secure and accurate. 

 

3. Support efforts to reform Georgia’s tax system by reducing or eliminating the personal income 

tax and corporate income tax and shifting the tax burden to a consumption tax. 

 

4. Support legislation to clearly identify drivers’ licenses of non-citizens so these IDs cannot be used 

to vote or register to vote, and to make certain that only U.S. citizens cast votes in Georgia elections. 

HB 228 is one example of such legislation. 

 

5. Support the Religious Freedom Restoration Act to restore the free exercise of religion in Georgia. 

Support bills that place federal RFRA language into Georgia law. 

 

6. Eliminate or Reform Certificate of Need (CON) to expand access to health care services in 

Georgia. CON stifles free-market competition and limits access to health care services. It needs to be 

reformed or eliminated. Oppose actions of the hospital lobby to destroy free markets and pick winners and 

losers in the health care sector. 

 

7. Reform Civil Asset Forfeiture laws to uphold constitutional principles of due process of law and 

personal property rights. 

 

8. Oppose Casino Gambling, Racetrack Betting and other forms of state-regulated monopoly 

gambling. 

 
Franklin Roundtable, based in Marietta, is a 501(c)(4) nonprofit organization focused on education and advocacy at 

the local, state and federal levels. We work with coalition partners and constitutional conservatives from around the 

state to impact public policy. 
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